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THE WOOLLAHRA COLLEAGUES 

RUGBY UNION FOOTBALL CLUB 

(Established 1933) 

Headquarters Woollahra No 2 

PO Box 197, Double Bay, 2028 

 

Office Bearers 2015 

 

PATRON: Her Worship the Mayor of Woollahra 

 

PRESIDENT: Richard McGrath 

 

VICE PRESIDENTS: 

John Anderson, Tim Booth, Michael Caspers, John Corlis 

David Gooch, Ron Harriden, John Hitchen, Doug Kirkwood 

Hans Lamens, John Noice, Eddie Radford, Sandy Ross 

Brian Wood, Charles Vandervord 

 

CLUB CAPTAIN: Damon Holmes 

 

SECRETARY: David Burnett  

 

TREASURER: Paul Howard 

 

COMMITTEE: 

Nick Watt, Mike Kelly, Daniel Kelly, Cameron Ireland, John Kelly, Ben Waters, Jono Willis. 

 

HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS: 

John Barraclough* (1963), John Herman (1963), David Higgins (1963), Ken Mclean* (1963) 

Harry Barraclough* (1964), Aubrey Ball* (1968), Charles Messenger* (1968), John Corlis (1968) 

Clarrie Noice* (1968), George Osborne* (1971), Eddie Radford (1971), Cyril Diggle* (1975) 

Charles Vandervord* (1975), Ron Harriden (1977), Fred Storch* (1978), Geoff Hughes (1979) 

John Noice (1981), Robert Caldwell (1982), Geoff Robbins (1982), Bruce Diggle* (1986) 

Iain Edwards (1986), John Hitchen (1988), Sandy Ross (1988), Doug Kirkwood (1988) 

John Anderson (1989), Alan Murchison* (1989), David Gooch (1995), Hans Lamens (1998) 

Michael Clifford (1998), Tim Booth (1998), Brian Wood (2002), Richard McGrath (2005) 

David Crawford (2007), Justin Crawford (2007), Jerome Murphy (2008), Harvey Welman (2009) 

Bruce Donald (2009), Vance Lowry (2013),Laurence Campbell (2014), Tim Cullen (2014) 

Andrew Purchas (2014), John Ryan (2014) 

 

HONORARY AUDITOR: Michael Clifford 
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Trophy Winners 2013 

Team Captains 

Halligan Cup    

Sutherland Cup   Tim Allworth 

Judd Cup  Sam Orders 

Whiddon Cup   Damon Holmes 

Barbour Cup   Jack Williams  

Burke Cup   Al Clifton   

Kentwell Cup   Dan Kelly 

 

Team Coaches 

Halligan Cup  Ben Abrahams & Robert Rush 

Sutherland Cup   Ben Abrahams  

Judd Cup   Laurence Campbell & Jason Monteath 

Whiddon Cup  Carl O’Sullivan & Will Martin 

Barbour Cup   Andrew McKillop, Richard Buttenshaw & William Arnott  

Burke Cup   Pete Minucos & Cam Ireland 

Kentwell Cup   Ben Waters & David Croft 

Club Coach   Ben Waters 

 

Best & Fairest 

Barbour Cup   Josh Moloney/George Mallat 

Sutherland Cup   Charlie Evans  

Judd Cup   Sam Orders  

Whiddon Cup   Hamish McKenzie   

Burke Cup   Issac Carey 

Kentwell Cup   Jono Willis 

Club    Mark Blackmore 

 

Club Awards 

Colleagues Honour Cap   Nick Watt 

The Pappas Award  Nick Donlon  

Player's Player   Mark Poole 

Rookie of the Year   Josh Bouton 

Most Improved Player   Chris Price 

Leading Try Scorer   Sam Orders 

Leading Point Scorer   Sean Paul McGoldrick 

Oldest and Boldest   Will Davies 

 

100 games     

Sean Paul McGoldrick, Rob Kelly, Kim Bourke, Andrew Turner, Will Davis and Nick Donlon. 

 

Sean Paul McGoldrick  

Thanks again for another fantastic season for the club. Club Champs, 5 grand - finalists and two 

Premiers, is a pretty special year. 

The reason for the email is to inform you that I have played 100 games for Colleagues this year. It has 

been 6 full season in a row, with finals every year and have never won the first week of finals so I end 

up playing the full 21 games in the season with no major injuries in there. Sorry for the late notice in 

getting this to you and hope I am not too late.  
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I joined Colleagues in 2010, where I was convinced to strap on the boots for the first time since I left 

school in 2003. To say I was apprehensive and uncertain to put my body through a footy season would 

be an understatement to say the least. I said to myself, I will give it one year and I don't care what 

team I play for, what position I am in, I just want to meet a new bunch of people and most of all have 

fun. As I complete my 6th full season, I clearly disregarded the 'just one season' sentiment but 

definitely met new people and had a hell of a lot of fun! 

Having played sport all my life, before I joined Colleagues I had never had the pleasure of lifting a 

Premiership trophy. With Colleagues I have been fortunate enough to win 3 Premierships, each with 

Judd Cup. Including being a part of ‘5 from 5’ which was one the most enjoyable days in my sporting 

life to say the least, and something I will always remember. 

Whilst the Premierships and victories have been great, it is without a doubt the friendships and 

enjoyment around it that brings me back each year. As tough as Saturday was to lose, the season will 

go down as a great success as it was another enjoyable season with a great bunch of blokes. It is the 

same reason why I shamelessly try to recruit anyone and everyone who is contemplating playing 

rugby.  

Hopefully this is sufficient and I haven’t left it all too late! If you need anything further from me, please 

let me know. 

Cheers, 

SP 

  

Andrew Turner  

Hi Rich 

 I’m writing in to let you know that I have played my 100th game for the club during the season (against 

Brothers). 

I joined Colleagues in 2009, coming in through the Judd Cup team and eventually playing some Burke 

and Kentwell Cup that year including playing my first of many games with stalwarts like Matt Aubrey, 

Tom TJ Johnson, Gus Graham and Cam Ireland.  

In 2010 I began 5 grand final appearances in a row (in the years that I played): 

2010 - Judd Cup - Laurie's first in decades  

2011 - Burke Cup - 5 from 5 

2012 - Burke Cup - going down in a close one to Pats 

2013 - Whiddon Cup - going down to a stacked Knobs team  

2014 - did not play 

2015 - Whiddon Cup - going down 15-14 in the final minute of the game.  

 

I have made some great mates through the club (particular mentions to Dai Williams, SP McGoldrick, 

Kim Bourke, Rob Paynter) and will thoroughly miss the club, the standard of play and horrible banter. 
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The Burke Cup win in 2011 was probably the Colleagues highlight for me against a Drummoyne team 

that had beaten us 3 times that year, in what was the 4th of 5 grand final wins for the day.  

Regards 

Andrew Turner 

  

Robert Kelly  

Good afternoon Richard, 

 

I hope you are doing well. 

 

I would like to put forth my nomination for 100 games played at the fine establishment of Woollahra 

Colleagues Rugby Union Football Club. 

 

Starting in colts of 2010, I played much of the season on the wing and outside centre, running W1's 

off "Roddy" constantly scoring under the posts. Unfortunately we were defeated in the finals unable 

to place my hands on the magical Babour Cup. 

 

In 2011, I am pleased to say I started every game except one (Benny wouldn't let me start however 

managed to get on at half time ) during the whole season in The Kentwell Cup. This was of course the 

legendary 5 from 5 year in which we beat Drummoyne 21-3 in the grand final with only Kelly's being 

able to produce their names on the score board. I was so nervous that I ended up having 2 tactical 

chunders before the game and nearly soiled myself when the Burkies boys were singing the Woollahra 

song. The only thought that went through my head was "we must do this". 

 

I have now continued to play in the Kentwell Cup from 2012 to 2015, notching up roughly 85 games 

in first grade and making the finals on serval occasions. 

 

It has been an epic time at the Blue Giants and something that I wouldn't trade for the world. The 

mate ship and acceptance of this club makes it so special to be apart of. 

 

Thank you for the consideration. 

 

Robert Kelly 

 

 

Kim Bourke  

 

Hi Rich 

I’m writing in to let you know that I have played my 100th game for the club during the season. 

 

I joined Colleagues in 2007, coming in through the Halligan team and marking that year with a trophy 

win (my first ever trophy by the way), and playing through with some other club stalwarts (James 

Robertson, Chris Schliebs, Rob Rush) 
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I began my Sutherland/Judd Cup journey in 2008, playing in finals every year but not winning a single 

one until our breakthrough year in 2011 with our victory in extra time for the Sutherland Cup and the 

5 from 5! 

I have made some great mates through the club (particular mentions to Dai Williams, SP McGoldrick 

and Gilbert Turner) and have enjoyed getting back this year after a couple of years away. 

Lifting the cup in 2011 with a great group of blokes after a lot of finals heartache would have to be the 

highlight amongst many great memories, as well as being involved in the 5 from 5 achievement for 

the club. 

I’ve been lucky enough not to have a major injury, so I’ve definitely chalked up the numbers over those 

seasons, mostly in Sutherland and Judd with only a few games in Whiddon in the earlier years. 

Hopefully we will be lifting the Sutherland Cup on Saturday along with a few others on the day. 

I’ve sincerely enjoyed every minute playing for the club. Although I’ve exclusively played in the lower 

grades, I’ve always felt included and the club leaders (particularly Benny Waters, Cam Ireland and 

yourself) have always made such an effort to get to know everyone which goes a long long way to 

making it just a great club.  

Please let me know if there is anything else I can send through. 

Cheers 

KB 

 

Nick Donlon 

 

Hi Rich, 

I am writing to you as I played my 100th game for Colleagues during the 2015 season. 

I started at Colleagues in 2008 playing Colts in a season that ended with a narrow grand final loss. 

Following this first season I stepped up into grade where I was led into ‘The Dome’ (Judd) by Laurie 

and seven years later still find myself there! Over these years I have played in 4 Judd Cup grand finals, 

winning 3 and losing this year by a penalty after full time. 

Some highlights of my time at Colleagues have included the 2011 ‘5 from 5’, Campbelltown bus trips, 

end of season BBQs and being part of a lot of terrible chat from the clubhouse balcony on a Saturday 

afternoon! 

I have had the opportunity to play with many great blokes, some for only a season others for much 

longer and across the whole club have made some great mates. It is the people the make Colleagues 

such a great and inclusive club and one that I am very proud to have played for. I am looking forward 

to many more seasons with successes on and off the field. 

Thanks 

Nick  
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Presidents Report 

 

‘Tis better to have loved and lost than to never have loved at all. 

 

Winning Grand Finals is hard and you have to be in them to win them. To have five teams playing on 

GF day is extraordinary. To have two teams to win is great but I am sure there are sixty odd players 

who were hoping to have the same result. 

 

The year can be declared very successful with our on field performance resulting in the Bruce Graham 

Shield along with Division 1 Club of the Year and the Suburban Club of the Year. It is a great recognition 

of the work done around the club by players, coaches and some very dedicated supporters.  

 

I would like to make special mention of David Burnett, Paul Howard and Damon ‘Dingo’ Holmes. There 

are many moving parts and these gentlemen are responsible for making those parts move in the 

correct way. We had great assistance from David Gooch and his team which helped make Colleagues 

a welcoming place on home game days and I am sure was favourably received by visiting teams. John 

and Mike Kelly managed our Ladies Day’s and Ball with great success. 

 

This year we had the benefit of Jon Ryan managing subscriptions which was a great help resulting in a 

much smoother process that we can build on next season.  Another old boy Tim Cullen has been a 

tremendous help on the technical side with website update and connectivity which has seen our data 

base much improved. 

 

Our coaches do an incredible job and they are named elsewhere in this report so I will not name them 

individually but certainly acknowledge the hard work and angst that constitutes their season. We are 

lucky to have many quality people who are dedicated to the success of the club. 

 

It is with great sadness that a twenty year sponsorship with BBraun comes to an end with the 

retirement of David Crawford from the CEO role. We wish David and Kate well and I am sure they will 

not be strangers having had son Justin so involved in the club and the Colleagues supplying two quality 

son in-laws. 

 

We are grateful for the support of MCS, Hill Rogers Financial Services, GraysOnline, ISC and the 

Woollahra Hotel. During the year we are also well supported by Jan Logan Jewellery, Endeavour 

Brewing and SV Partner through Ian Purchas who has sponsored the Long Lunch for 15 years. 

 

The season started on a on a very sad note with the tragic passing of Nick Tooth. Our thoughts are 

with his family and friends as our year draws to a close.  I am sure that Nick would be proud of how 

the club honoured his spirit in 2015.   

 

Richard McGrath  
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Club Captain Report  

 

This year for the Blue Giants was one not to forget as we had 5 teams out of 6 make the big dance, 

however as we found out not even the best laid plans can come to fruition. It was a turbulent start to 

the year with the Bondi Tens kicking off which warmed up a fair swag of Giants scattered through the 

majority of teams. There were some considerable standout performances for the year, on and off the 

field which made this year one of the more successful ones, evidently securing the Club championship 

and returning it to its rightful place. 

I would firstly like to thank Rich McGrath for his ongoing support and guidance of the club which has 

helped myself and DB assist in making a few improvements to the club. I would also personally like to 

thank DB he has done a monumental job this year as Secretary and gone above and beyond to make 

colleagues behind the scenes run smoothly…the majority of the time. A lot of you wouldn’t see the 

tireless hours he has put in to organise buses/photographs just to name a few things. John Ryan has 

also done a tremendous job this year distributing kit to the boys and was diligent in collecting player 

fees for the year that was a tremendous effort DB and I thank you greatly. Lastly my old mate Goochy, 

thanks very much mate for all your dedication on Saturdays when I come rolling a bit late after a few 

golden throat chalmers the night before and have the place running like Clockwork. Your tireless work 

to keep the club house running smoothly and additional work you do in providing meals on Thursdays 

nights is something that no other club would get close to rival. It’s because of people like David Gooch 

that our club has the people around us supporting the players and has created a tremendous 

environment for players past and present to call the place a home away from home (especially those 

bloody Kiwi’s).  

With the help from DB in preseason we had about 20 players on average going through their paces 

either at the beach or on the field working on their rigs for the season and one hell of a season it was. 

With the season cut short due to some international tournament taking place somewhere in Europe 

our games were compressed and we had limited wet weather weekends available. The first rounds 

were swift with some stand out victories recorded in Judd and Burkey’s with plenty of half centuries 

recorded throughout the year as the blue giants were taking a lead in the club championship that was 

going to prove tough to hold onto!! We were well placed early on as the majority of the grades were 

placed either 1st or 2nd on the ladder with JP leading the way with precise and accurate kicking in the 

Judd cup and DK leading the troops around the park in Kentwell. The Nuts and bolts (colts) were also 

competing tremendously at this stage and looked to be building for a great finish to the year. The 

Burkey’s team resembled a run on Kentwell side at times and looked to be a shoe in for the finals and 

proved that by taking out the minor premiership…good on ya fellas. Whiddon followed a similar trend 

to Burkeys and secured the minor premiership however had quite a turbulent season and tripped up 

at the final dance in the dying seconds. The Sutherland cup which is a tremendous comp for all the 

can crushing competitors saw plenty of great rugby played by the lads that saw them take home the 

chocolates…..good on ya fellas great effort and thanks to Benny’s infectious enthusiasm I’m sure it got 

you all across the line in the dying minutes.  

My most memorable part of the year was the day when we played two games of rugby back to back 

that really tested all the lads both mentally and physically. We won every game except one, over the 

two days and I couldn’t tell you how proud I was to sit there and say I was a colleague and loved every 

minute of it even travelling away to Petersham to nearly clean sweep them.  

As the year come to a close we had a successful 2x ladies days, Colleagues ball, Long lunch and 

numerous unforgettable games of rugby played throughout the year. I would like to congratulate all 

teams that competed this year especially the colts on a memorable win against Mossman that went 

down to the wire, but returned the cup back to the blue giant stadium. I would also like to thank all 

the old boys for their ongoing support and banter throughout the year it was a very busy year as club 
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captain but enjoyed both the ups and downs throughout the year to assist in delivering the club 

championship home. Lastly to the player’s, great year and one I will not forget anytime soon, as the 

majority of us got so close but yet so far at the big dance…….but that’s rugby. Win, lose or draw I think 

colleagues is a club that no matter what your back ground you will be welcome with open arms, and 

that’s why we continue to be the subbies club that is envied by all others.      

 

 Damon Holmes 
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Club Treasurer Report 

 

The 2015 financial year saw the Club’s finances take a hit from the previous year, with the Club 

recording an operating loss of approximately $11,000, against a surplus of $12,000 the year before. 

That said we seem to have gone from feast to famine over the last few years so hopefully next year 

will be back to feast! 

Despite the operating loss, cash as they say is king and I’m pleased report that the cash position of the 

Club is down only marginally over the previous year.  

The Club had approximately 230 part or full financial members (including the Convicts).  The reason 

for the significant jump in paid members from last year is thanks mostly to the diligent work of Jon 

Ryan in collecting and chasing payments which meant for the first time we were able to get full 

transparency across the Club’s membership. The increased number is reflected in the difference 

between last year’s figures and this year’s almost being equal to the difference in the Club’s sales 

figures year on year.  This is because, despite the best efforts of David Gooch in providing accurate 

trading and cash records from the bar and elsewhere, it was always difficult in years gone by to 

distinguish certain deposits to our bank accounts made via the eftpos facilities, but not this year thanks 

to Jon’s efforts. 

As usual I would like to thank our major pub sponsor, the Woollahra Hotel, part of John Ryan’s empire, 

whose cash and contra arrangements with the Club were again significant this year.  John Ryan has 

been a long-time supporter of the Club and it was with great sadness that we were recently greeted 

with the news that he had sold the Woollahra Hotel.  The Club Committee are currently in discussions 

with the new owner to continue this existing sponsorship and are confident of retaining it.    I would 

also like to thank our other long time supporters of the club such as the Crawford family, David for the 

continued support of Kentwell via BBraun and Justin for his continued and still very generous personal 

donations, and Richard McGrath through Hill Rogers.  With David’s retirement from BBraun this 

sponsorship will cease for 2016, leaving a big hole in our budget.  2015 also saw the continuation of 

Maritime Container Services recent support and they have agreed to maintain their sponsorship for 

2016.  While we hope to continue our relationship with the Woollahra Hotel and our other existing 

sponsors for years to come, it is clear that we need to work hard to attract new sponsors in order to 

be able to continue to support the day to day operations of the Club lest we eat into our cash reserves. 

In terms of our social events the Long Lunch as usual was a strong contributor and the ball ran at just 

over break even.  However, we were not able to effectively manage the costs associated with the two 

Ladies Day functions this year which ran at a slight combined loss.  This is unfortunate and more 

diligence needs to be given next year.   

As is stated each year, the cost of running such a large club will continue to escalate with rising 

insurance, registration and council costs although this year these costs remained relatively static.  It 

should be noted that other significant increases in expenses related to gear, general merchandise and 

tape to keep the players stuck together on the field!   

As noted in previous reports, the Club has always been based around honesty and the emphasis is 

definitely placed back on the members to ensure that they uphold this ethos.  Special mention should 

again go to David Gooch and “his staff” (Hitcho and Gooch’s lovely partner Leigh) for their continued 

efforts in helping get cash in the tin from players and via the bar/canteen and David for keeping the 

club maintained and humming along during the week and on game day.  David is not only overly 

generous with his time but also with his various donations and we have him to thank in major part for 

the marvellous new fridges in the main bar. 
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This year saw the running of the 10th Bondi Ten’s Tournament.  A slight reduction in amount of teams 

from the previous year meant less entry fees and without a major sponsor meant the Tournament 

once again recorded only a small surplus this year.  We distributed most of the surplus to make a 

donation of $3,000 to the Royal North Shore Burns Unit. Significant work is going in to revitalising the 

tournament for next year which will tie into the World Rugby 7’s to be held in Sydney for the first time 

in 2016.  Hopefully this will give it the hit it has so desperately needed and allow it to return to the 

glory days and so better support those institutions we originally donated to following the original Bali 

bombings such as the Royal North Shore Burns Unit and of course to continue celebrate the memories 

of those lost and injured in the bombings for which this tournament was originally created in 

memorial. 

While this year has been a bit of a struggle financially I look forward to next year positive that with 

continued hard work and diligence we will see the Club’s financial stability remain strong and once 

again return to an operating surplus. 

Finally, I am confident that the Club has the capacity to meet all it’s liabilities as and when they fall 

due.  

 

Paul Howard 

Honorary Treasurer 
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Club Secretary Report  

 

Whether you’ve turn up to a random home match at Blue Giant Stadium or picked up this hefty Annual 

Report, it doesn’t take long for you to see why Colleagues was voted NSW Suburban Rugby Club of 

the Year, Division 1 Club of the Year and were successful in winning our umpteenth Division 1 Club 

Champions. We’ve got more good blokes than Dingo’s got classic Aussie catch phrases.  

 

I’ll let the Club Captain, Club Coach and team coaches talk in depth about the success of our great club 

on field in 2015. From my perspective, it’s just a bunch of guys playing rugby for the right reasons, 

enjoying the contest, enjoy a laugh and a shower beer after the game. It doesn’t matter if each team 

didn’t get the W, every Saturday was a good bloke rinse.  

 

Off the field, the numbers will show a mixed year, but there were success stories across the park. At 

the start of the year it was the committee’s feeling that this season, amongst a mixed suburban rugby 

landscape of amateurs and professionals, was about providing real value back to the players. Whether 

it came in the form of better quality kit from partner ISC, additional quality merchandise items like 

classic duffle bags and hoodies or strapping tape that wouldn’t stick to your hair for days after the 

match. I’m proud that our club is and will always be amateur, and even prouder that we have 

volunteers and committee members who are more than happy to give real value back to every player.  

 

The clubhouse couldn’t be in better nik due in no small part to the tireless efforts of our Clubhouse 

Manager and dear old Colleague David Gooch. Goochy and his lovely lady Leigh’s, no job is too small 

policy, is without doubt the reason we have taken home the Club of the Year silverware. Awards voted 

in part by our opponents who Goochy, Leigh, Jon Ryan and Hitcho fed and drunk up, at no cost, every 

home match.  

 

This season thanks to our hire muscle Jonny Ryan and players of course, we collected a recorded 

amount of player subs. Jon’s attention to detail, organisation skills and willingness to assist in the least 

sexiest job in the club, ensured our club had a successful year at the bank. Jon, as secretary, I am 

sincerely appreciate of your unwavering assist this season.  

  

Whilst I am calling out volunteers who contribute to the bottom line of the club, a big shout out needs 

to go to the Bondi 10s committee of Rich, Bryno, Will and Tim. Many Colleagues’ guys aren’t aware of 

the connection between the club and this premier and now National Championship 10s tournament. 

The work you guys put in that ultimately ensures Colleagues players run out and drink up each week, 

is much appreciated. This tournament is the envy of every rugby club in the state and most likely 

country.  

 

2015 was a quality year for the Colleagues socialites, with another two wildly enjoyable and successful 

ladies days. Once again Goochy and Leigh’s work in preparing the club house for the hordes of tipsy 

ladies, and Mike and John Kelly’s efforts in getting them there is always tremendously valued.  

 

Again the Kells work, with the fabulous, newly titled Colleagues Social Executive Producer Charlie 

Valentine (Flower’s wife), ensured we had one of the classiest and we’ll dressed Black Tie Ball’s in 

recent memory.  

 

To Pres and leader of the Old Colleagues, Boothy, thanks for another successful Long Lunch and Old 

Colleagues Day.  
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A big shout out to our online and technical guru Tim Cullen. Tim, we really appreciate your work behind 

the scenes with the website, club database (which really is top notch for a professional club!) and our 

new smart TV in the clubhouse. That TV and your work in getting it working great has paid for many 

beers this season.  

 

Well done to the coaches and Club Coach Benny Waters on a very successful year and thanks for all 

your unwavering committed to the players and the club. Big thanks for getting me all the paper work 

we’re required to send in each week before and after every match. Top points to Laurie on getting 

their first 9 times out of 10.  

 

To the committee of Howie, Benny, Dingo and Pres. Thanks for supporting Dingo and I in our first year 

at the helm. Thanks for backing our decisions and giving us the ability to try things out for the boys. 

To Pres, I’m especially grateful to have had your ongoing support this year.  

 

To Dingo, mate your vocabulary brings another 20 shades of blue to the Blue Giants. From the Dingo 

Dispatch, to the post-match yarns and Thursday night pep talks, you did an awesome jobs as club 

skipper this year. We know it wasn’t easy juggling your traveling work load but that never meant a shy 

away from effort put in early on a Saturday morning. Great to have you at the club.  

 

DB 
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Club Coach Report 

 

The 2015 season was a very strong year for the Cub and saw the return of the Bruce Graham Shield to 

the mighty Blue Giants.  This is an outstanding result, particularly in a year where the Kentwell team 

didn’t fare as well as hoped.  This meant that the other grades were extremely consistent, culminating 

in getting 5 grades through to the grand finals out at TG Milner.  The Blue Giants played some very 

strong rugby and across the senior grades and colts amassing 3,551 points in the regular season.  We 

must remember that they were more forfeits this year than in the past meaning that a team only picks 

up 28 points on those days.  Had other clubs been able to field sides the number would have been far 

greater.  That means the Blue Giants scored about 33 points every time they strapped on the 

boots.  Not bad.  In terms of points conceded, there were 1,150 points scored against the men in sky 

blue at about an average of 11 per game.  Not as good as past years but for every team that scores a 

point against, the Blue Giants racked up 3.  This shows that the club is in good shape, playing good 

attacking footy but able to defend as well, but we must not rest on our laurels.  The fact that teams 

scored more points against us this year means we need to up the defensive stakes and choke more 

teams out of games more often.  This was particularly apparent in Kentwell where key games slipped 

away in the dying minutes. 

 

The Kentwell season was inconsistent and in the end the inconsistency cost us an opportunity to play 

in a very open finals series.  Whilst Balmain were the strongest team, the rest of the competition was 

wide open.  The team was no doubt full of some very good talent, but key injuries and 5 players in the 

rep squad cost us at critical times and too many games slipped in the dying minutes from a win to a 

loss.  It will not doubt be looked at as a season that got away on us.  Having said that, 5 players in the 

rep squad is very impressive and the win in terrible conditions in Mosman was one of the best games 

in a number of years.  Pleasingly we will retain much of the talent from this year and I know the boys 

are very hungry to get back in the winner’s circle.  Sadly we farewell two of the most consistent 

footballers Kentwell has had in a number of years.  Nick Watt and Henry King have been Kentwell 

stalwarts and great guys to have around.  Big shoes to fill and you fellas will be missed.  Thanks to all 

the boys and to Crofty, Ash and Dougie for all your work 

 

The Burke cup team had a great year only to fall at the last hurdle.  The boys played some outstanding 

football throughout the regular season and stormed into the final only to be outfoxed by a quality 

Mosman outfit on the day.  The boys piled on 639 points for the round matches and only let 165 in.  A 

very strong record in team that was very well coached by Pete and Cam.  The boys dominated the set 

piece and breakdown for much of the year to then be able to sling the ball wide and many a team was 

left grasping at the very slick execution.  It was a pleasure to watch the boys play and many in the 

team can expect higher honours in the years to come.  During the season the Club, but in particular 

the Burkies boys, suffered a loss of a great mate, Nick Tooth.  A very close friend to many in the team 

and the wider club, it was amazing to see this team pull together through very difficult circumstances 

and play footy the way they did.  No doubt Toothy would have been proud.  Well done men. 

 

The Whiddon Cup team was another team that performed very well throughout the regular season 

only to have the grand final snatched away from them by Drummoyne in the final minutes of the game 

on what was a pretty tough call from the officials.  As per usual, Carl and Will had the boys well 

prepared but they came up against a team in the GF that on paper should have blown them away, but 

it wasn’t until the last few minutes of the game that Drummoyne finally got on top.  It was a colossal 

effort and one the team should be proud of.  During the regular season the Whiddon boys have 

become renowned for playing a fast game of footy and racking up plenty of points and only letting a 

few in.  The forwards were great under the tutelage of Will and the backs consistently lit up through 

the centres and out wide as Carl and Dingo worked plenty of tactics and great execution but 
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unfortunately it wasn’t meant to be.  A great season and we look forward to seeing many of the boys 

back next year. 

 

Judd Cup – 789 points for and only 63 against, played 16, won 16.  They should have been given the 

cup on that stat alone.  What an amazing regular season and must be close to some sort of subbies 

record.  Monty and Laurie had the boys whipped into a frenzy each week and they simply tore the 

opposition apart.  Admittedly it may not have been the strongest Judd Cup comp but that type of 

consistency is hard to replicate on a weekly basis.  Unfortunately St Pats found another leg, or another 

bunch of players, and were too good in the finals series.  However, it was only in the dying minutes 

that the game slipped away and the boys played their hearts out to be in front with only moments to 

go.  The team should be congratulated for the way they played the game in 2015 and to not get the 

chocolates was a real travesty.  Well done fellas, whilst you didn’t get the results you wanted the way 

in which you played the game is to be commended. 

 

The Sutherland and Halligan cup wider squad had another great year.  Whilst they didn’t repeat the 

double like they did last year they won the Sutherland cup for the second year in a row and finished 

second in the Halligan Cup comp.  Benny A and Robbo (with a number of other great clubmen helping 

out) run what is the most difficult administrative group and do it with ease.  The way you fellas manage 

such a large group of players and ensure that they all get footy and are included is amazing.  The club 

is extremely grateful.  Not only to you fellas manage organising a lot of your own games, you travel to 

many far off mystical places like Macarthur, Hawkesbury Valley, the Hill District to name a few and 

often returned with a great win and rushing back to support your mates in the other grades.  You fellas 

set up each week, get gear to the ground and play some brilliant footy.  Top of the table, straight into 

the GF and they to do the double is a great result.  Well done fellas, the club is immensely proud. 

 

The colties, I have definitely saved the best until last.  What a season and what a result.  The Barbour 

cup has evaded the Blue Giants for quite a few years but this year saw it brought back in style. Colts is 

a difficult team to coach as many of the blokes in the team have significant competing interests, such 

as chasing girls, drinking your own weight in beer and then uni and more importantly uni 

holidays.  However, this year was different, not on the chasing girls, not on the beer drinking but the 

quality of the players and how the team came together was unreal.  There were times when I saw 13 

men (and sometimes less) take it to teams with a full contingent and reserves.  That comes down to 

heart, skill and the sheer desire to win.  You fellas had it all.  Well marshalled by Macaa, Butto and Will 

Arnott, the boys were outstanding with exceptional forward play and some lightening execution in the 

backs.  Poor old Mosman didn’t have much hope.  What a great result, what a great team and well 

done.  If we can keep as much of that talent at the Blue Giants then we look good for the years to 

come. 

 

There are a million people that make our club run and all deserve many thanks. 

 

To the old boys, we love that you blokes are there week in and week out.  You add meaning to what 

we are trying to achieve and your passion makes it easy to get up when you have been buried buy a 

130kg human that digs holes for a living.  We can’t thank you enough. 

 

To Goochie (and Leigh) and your team that look after the club, there isn’t praise enough for what you 

do.  The effort you have gone to has changed our club for the better, we are more organised than ever 

before and that is a direct result of your efforts.  Thank you so much. 
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To the executive and all the sub-committees, it just wouldn’t work without all your time and 

dedication.  We have the best club, the best functions and the best culture because of what you 

do.  Thank you. 

 

To the coaches, your effort, passion and time commitment is unreal.  The collegiate approach this year 

was great and the way you fellas worked together was brilliant.  To Nick Hensley, our fitness and skill 

got us to 5 out of 6 grand finals and you were a massive part of that. 

 

Finally to the players.  It is always a pleasure to watch you fellas go around.  The way you play the 

game and what you achieve makes our club so special.  I think 2016 will be a great year, with only a 

few tasting grand final glory this year, I can see there will be plenty of hunger to go one step more 

next. 

 

Thank you also for the honour of being club coach.  It is a pleasure to work with all of you and my 

association with Colleagues is one of the things I hold dearest. 

 

You will never be forgotten Toothy. 

 

Go the Giants 

 

Ben Waters 
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Kentwell Cup Report  

 

The Kentwell Cup is a strange beast.  There are years when you expect to do it tough and achieve great 

results and there are years you expect to do very well and do not.  Sadly it was the later for the 2015 

Kentwell Cup side.  There was no lack of talent in the team but through unfortunate injuries and some 

poor performances at crucial times we let both ourselves and the club down.  There was a real air of 

expectation at the beginning of the year with a good level of players retained, some experienced 

players coming back after a break and some really strong talent arriving at the club for the first 

time.  The off season was sound with many of the boys coming together mid November to get things 

moving, although the preseason games were a little disjointed in terms of consistency which showed 

in our first round against Balmain.  A good reality check and gave the boys a  rev up that the season 

wasn’t going to be an easy one, but unfortunately post that the team never really got into gear.  Often 

a good win was followed up by a poor loss and in particular losses to teams like Petersham, Knox and 

Brothers hurt the momentum.  What was toughest were the losses to Drummoyne, both in the last 

few minutes of the game and against the run of play.  In summary, our defence wasn’t good enough, 

we had too many key players out too often, in particular in the backs, and we didn’t close out crucial 

moments in the game and let lesser teams slide by. 

 

That is enough of the negative, and all involved know what needs to be achieved next year. 

 

Now to some of the highlights.  5 players in the rep squad is a testament to the talent we had in the 

squad.  How Mansfield was left out of that group is still got many scratching their heads and unlucky 

to Wrighty to injure himself in the week before the first game (playing an extra game in Canberra to 

get fit???  Front-rowers have changed!). 

 

We welcomed some new talent in, Barbs, Cronin, Archie, Finn, Henley, Hickey to name a few and it 

was outstanding to see Mark “Draggin” Poole get his Kentwell debut.  Not only did he get it but went 

on to have a massive impact on the team and was one of the most consistent.  We also welcomed 
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back Bathie from a stint in Shute Shield but the poor bloke blew more hammies that Mansfield and 

we didn’t see enough of him. 

 

Whilst we were guilty on letting games slip to poor opposition, the two wins against Mosman for the 

season were two of the best games we have played for a long time.  In particular the game against 

Mosman at Mosman.  The conditions were terrible but the boys tackled their hearts out and managed 

to play one of the best games of footy in a number of years.  It certainly showed what we were capable 

of.  However it wasn’t meant to be. 

 

Congratulations to Jono Willis who took out best and fairest and Dave Wright who picked up players’ 

player.  The front row is in good stead. 

 

There are a lot of thanks that go into putting a Kentwell team and season together.  Goochie for all 

your work keeping the kit together, to Prez and the executive and all the blokes who work tirelessly 

behind the scenes to keep us on the pitch.  A huge thank you. 

 

To the old boys who turn up each week and support.  Thank you, it wasn’t what you hoped it would 

be but it will be next year. 

 

To the Burkies boys who backed up all year and stayed around to support.  Hard luck on your GF result 

but thank you for all your help and willingness to throw yourselves into the game at a moments notice. 

 

To the senior player group in Kentwell.  For all your hard work and guidance, thank you.  In particular 

DK, DB and BJ. 

 

To the rest of the boys, hard luck fellas but thanks.  The Kentwell comp is a bloody tough competition, 

and whilst the results didn’t go our way, it was through lack of execution not lack of heart. 

 

To the other coaches, Crofty, Ash and Dougie.  The time you blokes give up each week is outstanding 

and thank you. 

 

There are a couple of final notes.  This year we tragically lost Toothy.  The Kentwell team will always 

remember that great young man. 

 

We are also set to loose Watty and Kingo, who are likely to leave Sydney following their 

careers.  Losing two blokes like this will be hard to replace.  They are the best trainers, most consistent 

players and great blokes to have in a team.  Never do they shirk the hard jobs and with both of them 

the team always came first.  Whilst there were few blokes that more injuries than Watty, fewer blokes 

worked harder at getting back on the field and no matter what the injury, he never missed turning up 

to watch his mates.  You will be missed Big Fella.  Kingo, one of the great servants to the club and in 

particular the Kentwell team.  An almighty consistent player who new where to be and when to be 

there.  His turn over in the 2011 grand final changed the momentum of the game and ensured the 

win.  On behalf of all the players, not only in Kentwell but the rest of the club, thank you for your 

dedication and your work.  2 of the good guys. 

 

2016 will be different, but we have to commit to make it so. 

 

Thank you for the honour of being the Kentwell coach.   

 

Benny 
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Burke Cup Report – Minor Premiers 

Another season, another Grand Final.  Five seasons in a row Burke have played in a Grand Final that 

came down to the last play.   

Loss, win, loss, win…loss. 

But as old D’Amato once said:  “This game has got to be about more than winning.  You're part of 

something here... along the way, I want you to cherish it, because when it's gone, it's gone forever.” 

Safe to say the 2015 Burkies team cherished every minute of it.   A great, close-knit, bunch of blokes 

that have been mates on and off the field for seasons now. And the new blokes joining the fray just 

added to that atmosphere.  

One moment that brought it together for me was a huddle at training, realising that we had the blokes 

that had won the last five Burke end-of-season Best & Fairest awards, all there in the team that week.  

And they were added to by Issy Carey, who picked up a well-deserved award this year.  Issy went so 

well he even had Bruce Donald speaking positive words of his play. 

It was a different story for our past couple of skippers, with Blackie and Jono up in top grade picking 

up Club B&F and Kentwell B&F respectively.  Congrats to those lads.  I hear they’re both engaged now 

too – onwards and upwards.   

Back in the land of the bachelor, Al Clifton took the reins and had another great season leading the 

boys.   Fellow team leaders Issy Carey, Gus McGregor, Draggin’ Poolie all helped make the spirit.  

Old Burkies such as Mark Roddy, Ed Miller, Michael Tonkin, Archie Cuthill and Richard Saville just keep 

things rolling.  (This now qualifies as the list of “Old Burkies”?  Dammit.)   

Meanwhile, new fellas such as Archie Walter, Tim Hickey, Nick Bibby and Arven Anderson brought 

some fresh tricks to the party.   
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As usual, there was an international flavour, with Joe Randa and Tommy De Kok plugging their heads 

into the tight 5 where the gaps usually are waiting for foreigners. 

Some blokes had quality but interrupted seasons through injury, Kentwell, or holidays – Clarkie, 

Henley, Millward, Finn, Rob Kell, Pricey, Cam Patten.  

Then there was the late season bromance of Dane and Tom.  Borowski and Inman.  Dano reckons he’s 

retired again. A quick call from TB should sort that out. 

Add it all up and it’s hard to see how we didn’t win!  All credit to Mossie:  they played as tight and 

structured a game as I’ve seen in Burkies.  However, we beat them 6 tries to 2 across the finals, and 3 

tries to 2 in the GF.  One of theirs was a trick line-out at the front, the other a 70m intercept.  They 

literally didn’t make a line break.  But they scored their two tries, kicked a couple of pens – and a rogue 

field goal.  And that’s the way things go. 

Heartbreak wasn’t ours alone at Colleagues this year.  Whiddos played one of the most courageous 

games in ridiculous conditions and deserved their prem.  Judd has been the most consistent team in 

subbies for two years without a cup to show for it.  Commiserations and congratulations go to both 

teams! 

Suthos and Barbour – congrats boys.  And a big hope that another couple of great colts seasons will 

again be the foundation for the next gen of grade. 

Big thanks to everyone running the show – especially Rich and Dingo and DB and Benny. 

And to my co-coach (and tight head prop) Cam Ireland, cheers for it all mate.  The Burkies success of 

late has been your success.  If they can ever capture what keeps you running, give me a schooner of 

it.  

That wraps up the football, however the moment that most impacted our season was the loss of our 

Colleague, Nick Tooth.   A member of our premiership team in 2014, Toothy was loved by all and will 

be missed.    

Vale, Toothy. 

The way the team responded to a challenge of that magnitude, watching the boys get around each 

other and support each other unconditionally, it was a privilege to see.   

Well done lads on a season that you can be proud of as blokes and as a team. 

Go the Colleagues, 

Minu 
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Whiddon Cup Report – Minor Premiers 

After being the bridesmaid in the previous two grandfinals, the magnificent men of the Whiddon Cup 

finally cracked the winners circle in 2014 and began the 2015 as defending premiers. However, early 

on the premiership defence was a case of two steps forward one step back.   

The side began the season with two good wins against Balmain in the Grand final replay (50-17) and 

St Pats (22-3) however we came unstuck against Mosman at home after a jinxing by Coach Carlos and 

a Nigel Owens-esque missed knock-on that led to a length of the field try under the posts on the buzzer 

(10-14).  The men then bounced back with two wins against Petersham (41-10) and a win against Knox 

that only a blind man could enjoy (9-0). 

The next challenge against Drummoyne again saw a narrow loss at home (15-17) followed by a win 

against Brothers (24-7) and then brought on the bye weekend and a washed out Rd10.  The break 

served us well with the a refreshed Colleagues side going on a 7 game winning streak against Balmain 

(19-3), Iggies (52-5), St Pats (19-0), Petesham (52-0), Mosman (25-10), Knox (31-14) and Iggies (53-0). 

The confidence built over this period (which saw our ‘For & Against’ over this period climb to 251-32) 

may have been our undoing as a dodgy prawn found its way across half the team before a meeting 

with Drummoyne in round 16.  The challenge was evident during the warm up with Sam Deans facing 

the wrong way most of the time and Captain Dingo unable to find the ground or his boots until just 

prior to kick-off.  Despite duty of care issues, the boys ran onto the field and it went downhill from 

there, narrowly losing 17-10. One almost felt sorry for the next opponent in the last round game of 

the year that would bear the brunt of this frustration, enter Brothers and cue the scoreboard, 80-0, 

not bad for a 60 minute game.   

This momentum continued into the finals with a convincing 32-20 win against Mosman and setup 

another Grand final appearance against the Drummoyne Brumbies.  In an excellent game where the 

men from Whiddos ran with purpose and defended against raid upon raid by the more famous and 
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more remunerated Drummoyne outfit, after leading by 2 points for the majority of the second half, 

Drummoyne earned a penalty to take the lead in the final minutes 15-14. The scorer wasn’t troubled 

further with the boys taking the silver medal in 2015.  Congratulations to Josh Bolton and Hamish 

McKenzie who were voted equal best and fairest for the season. 

2015 farewelled a few stalwarts of the Whiddon Cup, namely Drew Byrnes & Michael Langford.  Both 

of these men have been instrumental in the success of the Whiddon cup side over the last few seasons 

(despite Drew running bolt upright and never passing and the Foal seeking out defenders when in the 

clear!).  Further coaching extraordinaire Will Martin has been lured north to further his already 

distinguished career.  Will has been at the heart and soul of the side for the past 3 seasons and our 

success and good looks are in no small part due to his efforts.  His banter, rugby philosophies and 

general antics will be missed and we wish all 3 of these men well in the future. 

Final thanks to all the players who ran on for the Whiddon Cup side this year, all 57 of you!!  Without 

your efforts, not only would we not be successful in rugby terms, but we wouldn’t have had a year as 

fun and enjoyable as we did.  Well done boys, see you in 2016! 

Carlos 
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Judd Cup 2015 undefeated Minor Premiers 

Another stellar year for the Judd cup side, and enjoyed both the players and coaches alike. 

It is a testament to the club as a whole that we can have some 65 players play for the side, and yet 

week in and week out be able to put the most completive team possible on the park while other clubs 

struggle with player numbers and teams. 

It would be remise of me not mention a few of the highlights of the side this year, in particular two 

players that have been at the club for some time and reached new levels in their performances on the 

field.  

First is Sam Orders the team captain and of course all round good bloke who led the team both on and 

off the field having stepped up from Sutherland cup last year. I am sure this is a club recorded as well 

but, Sam scored a try in every regular season match that he played in this year, thus also taking out 

the clubs award for leading try scorer. Well done Sam. 

The second is Sean Paul McGoldrick the mercurial number 10 for the Judd side for the last several 

years again set a club record and what may well be a subbies record of 33 conversions in a row. This 

was no mean feat given the boys started to score them out wide so as to make it harder for him. He 

finished with 78 conversions for the season, and also picked up the clubs leading point scoring award 

as well. Well done Sean. 

For me the side played a free flowing style all year racking up some very impressive scores along the 

way. The backline had pace, penetration, and the skill to crack sides wide open which is enjoyable 

watch both as coach and spectator as well as to participate in as a player. That being said backs can’t 

do this without the ball and this was provided in abundance with a willing and able forward pack that 

was at time dynamic and devastating on the opposition it confronted. 
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It falls on me to say that we did not win the grand final as we were piped at the post by St Pat 17-15. 

All I can say is that the boys gave it everything they had on the day, but where unfortunate not to get 

the major prize. They can and should be proud of the way they played and represented this great club 

as I was. 

Last I would like to thank all that help throughout the season including Jason Monteath my forwards 

coach, Ben water when he had the time, Dave Wright for scrum technique when he was injured which 

gave us a better platform to play from. The Pres for being the Pres, Dave Burnett, Carl for helping with 

player selection when It was needed thanks mate. 

I look forwards to see all of you again next year at blue giant stadium. 

Laurence Campbell  

Coach 
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Sutherland Cup Report – Premiers  

Yet again Colleagues has set the standard for breakfast rugby in Subbies. Again the 40 minute machine 

showed that to win back to back premierships a team must be greater than the mere sum of its parts. 

Our proven coaching staff brought the intellect and nous of a pair Graham Henrys and the 

communicational flair of Gus Gould to lay the structures that would result in a for and against 

difference of 394 points, 130 points clear of our closest rival. No one could question their commitment 

to this juggernaut with one even sacrificing life and limb (mostly just limb) to advance the boys in blue. 

A missive of this kind must make mention of the key players and personalities in this squad. The 

Minivan, our squad’s spirit animal, took himself to great heights both on and off the field – never afraid 

of a hairy situation. Sul, our backrow wrecking-ball, made more meters through traffic than a high 

score in Frogger, always managing to find the opposition’s frustrated hair dresser in the process. This 

year we were blessed again with one of those rare tens that couple the deftest of touches with the 

ability to cut down the opposition like Federal Governments cut down leaders. Hailing from the 

Hawkesbury and bringing with him a predilection for rum, cola and violence Talbot made sure that 

our opponents were held to account around the breakdown; hitting them like an amputee on meth. 

Malarky had another stellar year showing a talent for avoiding Laurie, winding Talbot up and letting 

us ruin his house for roo court. And finally O Captain! My Captain! (it goes on to say something about 

weather’d-ing rack , seeking and winning prizes; fair summation) Noddy was unquestionably the man 

to lead us out of the tunnel, both an inspirational scribe and a great listener (I’m assuming) this hard 

shouldered turnover merchant gave his all, every minute, from kick-off to kick-out – well done and 

thank you sir. 

Boys the proof is in the pudding, and with a squad like this there’s no reason we can’t get Norman 

Lindsay on it and keep coming back for more. Let’s all look forward to another year of great rugby and 

a crack at a third piece of silverware, hoo ha. 
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Halligan Cup Report  

The 2015 season was bittersweet for the Colleagues Halligan Cup Team. While we did not go back to 

back with premierships, the season was somewhat disrupted with the lack of Sutherland teams in the 

competition and our assisting the Convicts when they were short of players. What was never in 

question was our dedication both to the games and to having a good time!  

On a positive note, we came second in the Halligan Competition (scoring 222 points for and having 93 

points against) behind a strong Macarthur team and the combined Sutherland cup team squad training 

system continued to work well.  

Most importantly, there was tremendous amount of fun had including many new friendships made 

and the Halligan Cup continues to be a gateway to the rest of the Club with many players who played 

their first game for Colleagues in Halligan later moving up the grades Our reinstating the traditional 

Halligan Cup policy of giving everyone who turns up at least 15 minutes was very successful and I 

encourage everyone to ask a mate to come down to for run in the sky blue as so many people would 

say after the game, 'I had forgotten how much fun playing footy was'! 

  

2015 Season highlights include:  

• Mr Taylor (father of the Taylor twins) playing a man-of-the-match game for Colleagues after 

a 20 year break with his sons James & Sam Taylor, 

• great hard fought last minute victories over Waverley and Lane Cove Colts at Blue Giant 

Stadium; and 

• The 40m driving maul from a lineout (now known as the 'Matty Durrant') to score a winning 

try against Waverley at Waverley. 

Thank you to all the Halligan stalwarts who played week in and week out and to all of our guest players 

who often played on short notice.  

Special thanks must also go to the following  

• Mitchell Keating for all the admin support / organising of the team 

• Mark Logan for being an enthusiastic Captain, 

• Sutherland coaches Ben Abrahams and James Robertson for their support,   

• Matty Durrant for his help coaching in the first half of the year, 

• President Richard McGrath for his continued support (and occasional last minute refereeing) 

and 

• Dave Burnett who would come and watch us at away games and always volunteering where 

required whether it be to run touch / referee / coaching support. 

Whilst we were unable to bring home the Halligan cup silverware in 2015, we were glad to support 

Sutherland / Convicts and look forward to reclaiming the Halligan Cup and bringing the cup back to its 

rightful home in 2016.  

Ben Abraham  
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Barbour Cup Report – Premiers  

Operation Bring back Barbour!  

After two seasons of being frustratingly close to winning the Barbour Cup the 2015 squad was finally 

able to leave GF with the ultimate prize!  

With some of our key players and recruiters retuning from the 2014 season we managed to get 

underway with decent amount of players for a change. Key mentions here must go to Jack “Piggy” 

Williams, Oliver “Lemon” Lembke and Jim “Moooooose” Honner, as well as guys from previous teams 

who have helped make a culture that everyone wants to get involved in.  

The season started with winning ways over some of the lower teams before back to back losses in a 

tight one to Old Iggies and getting touched by an impressive Mosman outfit. This loss to Mosman was 

one of the key drivers for our season as they exposed some glaring holes in our ruck work and support 

play which needed to be and were fixed at training. The way the team responded showed us we had 

a bunch of guys who were committed to the process. The season then continued with us winning most 

games but probably not by the margins we would have liked and getting off to worrying very slow 

starts to games, ensuring a weekly half time spray. The dreaded uni holidays then came around with 

the colties traditionally playing undermanned each week, although we only ended up losing one game 

during this period which was a credit to the guys who were in Sydney during the period.  

Once back from holidays were able to get a roll on winning our final 5 games including premiership 

fancies Knox and Mosman. This period was our first chance to build a bit of consistency and style of 

play and ultimately led us into the major semi-final. The major semi-final against Mosman was our 

most complete performance of the year on both sides of the ball. Our defence was ferocious and our 

speed in attack was excellent, the final score of 29-17 was flattering to Mosman with many of the 

Colleagues faithful noting how well the team had played. Special mentions in this game must go to 

George Mallat and George Koukouliss who both played outstanding as well as the ever present front 
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row of Ben Sive, Josh Moloney and Harry Fleming, who between them managed to play most games 

and were one of the rocks of our season.  

Mosman had a tough win over Knox to progress to the final and while we were confident we knew we 

were going to have to play well to get the win. Our guys came out firing and got off to an early 12 

point lead, however our early dominance of the first half probably didn’t get us far enough in front as 

we deserved and Mosman were not going away. Through their one move of ‘pick and go’ Mosman 

managed to control a heap of possession in the second half and as finals always seem to go made it 

very tense for the team. We kept letting them back into the game with simple errors but our defensive 

efforts in the second half ultimately got us the 24-19 win. Jack Hassett was the unanimous best on 

ground.  

The 2015 season was highlighted by the depth of players used throughout the year and the 

competitiveness of the squad in general. Using over 40 players during the season there were a number 

of very good players who didn’t manage to make the final team whether that be through injury or 

selection, and it was this competition for spots that drove us ultimately towards a grand final victory. 

So a huge thanks and congratulations has to go to the whole squad. It is great to see you guys as good 

mates on and off the field and winning a premiership is only going to ensure that it will last a very long 

time. 

Many thanks must go to the club for their continued support of the Barbour team with special 

mentions to DB, Bunsen, Crofty, Kingo, Waters and Dingo who all helped in some shape or form 

throughout the year. The guys love being involved in the club and including them in everything is 

always appreciated. Thanks also must go to the self-appointed ‘co-captains’ L.J. and Lemo who were 

a great help not only with getting the boys along at the start of the season but also helping in running 

the team through the year. The additional of Willy A was also a big plus for the season, not only did 

he go to every uni party he was invited to, he also added a lot of commitment and knowledge to the 

group. 

It is great to finally have Barbour back in our hands after a 9 year absence and we look forward to 

going back to back in 2016.  

Andrew Mckillop, Richard Buttenshaw, Will Arnott 
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Club Sponsors 

 

Major Sponsor 2015 
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Div 1 Club Championship 

      » CLUB Pts 

   Colleagues 2943  

   Mosman 2803  

   Balmain 2660  

   Drummoyne 2556  

   St Patrick's 2183  

   Knox 1935  

   Petersham 1496  

   Brothers 1143  

   Old Ignatians 810  

 

 

Kentwell Cup 

RANK TEAM P W D L F A Df BP4T BP-7P BP Pts 

1 Balmain 16 13 1 2 579 255 324 13 1 14 68  

2 Drummoyne 16 12 1 3 492 306 186 8 1 9 59  

3 Knox 16 9 0 7 372 318 54 5 4 9 45  

4 Brothers 16 8 0 8 393 475 -82 10 0 10 42  

5 Mosman 16 7 2 7 407 336 71 7 2 9 41  

6 Colleagues 16 7 0 9 461 398 63 8 5 13 41  

7 St Patrick's 16 7 0 9 469 468 1 6 1 7 35  

8 Petersham 16 5 0 11 313 440 -127 4 3 7 27  

9 Old Ignatians 16 2 0 14 196 686 -490 2 0 2 10  
 

        

 

 

Burke Cup 

RANK TEAM P W D L F A Df BP4T BP-7P BP Pts 

1 Colleagues 16 14 0 2 639 165 474 13 1 14 70  

2 Mosman 16 13 0 3 498 206 292 9 2 11 63  

3 St Patrick's 16 11 0 5 556 238 318 9 2 11 55  

4 Balmain 16 10 0 6 524 307 217 8 2 10 50  

5 Petersham 16 10 0 6 375 301 74 7 0 7 47  

6 Drummoyne 16 8 0 8 340 248 92 4 3 7 39  

7 Knox 16 3 0 13 201 641 -440 3 2 5 17  

8 Old Ignatians 16 2 0 14 146 731 -585 0 0 0 8  

9 Brothers 16 1 0 15 165 607 -442 2 1 3 3  
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Whiddon Cup 

RANK TEAM P W D L F A Df BP4T BP-7P BP Pts 

1 Colleagues 16 13 0 3 512 117 395 8 3 11 63  

2 Mosman 16 12 0 4 466 202 264 11 2 13 61  

3 Drummoyne 16 12 1 3 471 273 198 8 1 9 59  

4 Balmain 16 10 1 5 358 243 115 7 2 9 51  

5 St Patrick's 16 9 0 7 324 247 77 7 3 10 46  

6 Knox 16 5 1 10 262 337 -75 5 2 7 29  

7 Petersham 16 6 0 10 231 430 -199 4 0 4 28  

8 Brothers 16 3 1 12 224 488 -264 4 4 8 22  

9 Old Ignatians 16 0 0 16 113 624 -511 0 1 1 -7  
 

        

 

Judd Cup 

RANK TEAM P W D L F A Df BP4T BP-7P BP Pts 

1 Colleagues 16 16 0 0 789 63 726 12 0 12 76  

2 St Patrick's 16 13 0 3 515 188 327 12 1 13 65  

3 Mosman 16 12 0 4 384 163 221 8 1 9 57  

4 Knox 16 8 0 8 239 396 -157 4 1 5 37  

5 Balmain 16 6 1 9 139 272 -133 2 3 5 31  

6 Petersham 16 6 0 10 196 363 -167 3 1 4 28  

7 Drummoyne 16 5 1 10 141 349 -208 1 3 4 24  

8 Brothers 16 2 0 14 140 490 -350 1 4 5 9  

9 Old Ignatians 16 3 0 13 107 366 -259 1 2 3 5  
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Sutherland Cup 

RANK TEAM P W D L F A Df BP4T BP-7P BP Pts 

1 Colleagues 16 15 0 1 435 41 394 14 1 15 75  

2 Petersham 16 12 1 3 369 105 264 11 1 12 62  

3 Mosman 16 12 0 4 355 138 217 10 1 11 59  

4 St Patrick's 16 10 0 6 302 174 128 10 0 10 50  

5 Old Ignatians 15 8 2 5 215 159 56 7 0 7 41  

6 Balmain 11 1 0 10 33 280 -247 1 0 1 5  

7 Drummoyne 11 0 2 9 0 252 -252 0 0 0 0  

8 Knox 11 0 1 10 0 280 -280 0 0 0 0  

8 Brothers 10 0 0 10 0 280 -280 0 0 0 0  
 

        

 

 

Barbour Cup (Colts) 

RANK TEAM P W D L F A Df BP4T BP-7P BP Pts 

1 Mosman 16 14 0 2 552 169 383 13 0 13 69  

2 Colleagues 16 13 0 3 493 273 220 12 1 13 65  

3 Old Ignatians 16 11 1 4 498 278 220 13 1 14 60  

4 Knox 16 11 0 5 519 204 315 11 2 13 57  

5 Drummoyne 16 8 1 7 437 297 140 8 2 10 44  

6 St Patrick's 16 6 0 10 256 313 -57 4 1 5 29  

7 Balmain 16 5 0 11 253 444 -191 5 1 6 22  

8 Brothers 16 2 0 14 179 560 -381 3 0 3 5  

9 Petersham 16 1 0 15 97 746 -649 1 2 3 3  
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Halligan Cup 

RANK TEAM P W D L F A Df BP4T BP-7P BP Pts 

1 Macarthur Crusaders 12 11 0 1 410 60 350 9 1 10 54  

2 Colleagues 11 8 1 2 222 93 129 4 0 4 38  

3 Lane Cove Colts 15 7 0 8 299 264 35 4 4 8 36  

4 Waverley Colts 11 7 0 4 168 186 -18 2 1 3 31  

5 Mosman 6 4 0 2 150 70 80 2 2 4 20  

6 Waverley 7 3 1 3 122 119 3 3 0 3 17  

7 Beecroft 10 3 0 7 172 136 36 2 3 5 17  

8 Hills 4 3 0 1 100 79 21 3 0 3 15  

9 Alexandria Dukes 2 1 0 1 48 34 14 1 1 2 6  

10 Epping 12 1 0 11 75 441 -366 0 2 2 6  

11 Clovelly 1 1 0 0 50 0 50 1 0 1 5  

12 Colleagues II 1 1 0 0 48 0 48 1 0 1 5  

13 Colleagues Colts 1 1 0 0 36 5 31 1 0 1 5  

14 Sth Districts Colts 1 1 0 0 32 10 22 1 0 1 5  

15 UWSH 2 1 0 1 60 55 5 1 0 1 5  

16 Macquarie Uni 2 1 0 1 33 54 -21 1 0 1 5  

17 Wakehurst 5 1 0 4 70 152 -82 1 0 1 5  

18 UNSW 1 1 0 0 24 19 5 0 0 0 4  

19 Parramatta Colts 1 1 0 0 17 12 5 0 0 0 4  

20 Gordon Colts 1 1 0 0 14 12 2 0 0 0 4  

21 Petersham 2 1 0 1 17 40 -23 0 0 0 4  

22 Sydney Irish 3 1 0 2 22 105 -83 0 0 0 4  

23 ICMS 2 0 0 2 24 39 -15 0 1 1 1  

24 Drummoyne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  

24 Roseville 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  

26 St Patricks 1 0 0 1 12 24 -12 0 0 0 0  

27 Canterbury 1 0 0 1 7 26 -19 0 0 0 0  

28 Beecroft Colts 1 0 0 1 12 34 -22 0 0 0 0  

29 Lane Cove 1 0 0 1 5 31 -26 0 0 0 0  

30 Hawkesbury Valley 1 0 0 1 7 38 -31 0 0 0 0  

31 Blacktown 2 0 0 2 7 54 -47 0 0 0 0  

32 Rouse Hill 2 0 0 2 12 83 -71 0 0 0 0  
 

        

 


